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SITESERV TIMELINE OF A CONTROVERSY
NOVEMBER 2006:
Brian Harvey, below, a UCD
graduate, launches Siteserv PLC
on the stock market. The company, which rents out fencing,
scaffolding and services, expands
with a series of acquisitions in
Ireland and the UK.
AUTUMN 2011:
Siteserv hit by falling profits and
cannot repay €150m
debt to IBRC.
Siteserv goes
on the market.
IBRC hires Walter
Hobbs to supervise
the sale. Mr Hobbs
later says IBRC’s
best hope is
to recover
€40m to
€50m of the
debt from the
sale.

JANUARY 2012:
First media reports surface that
Siteserv could be sold for less
than its €150m debt. Mr Hobbs
said last week that there were
12 bids for Siteserv by early
2012.
MARCH 16 2012:
Millington’s — a company
owned by Denis O’Brien, right
— offer of €45.4m is accepted
as the best on the table for
Siteserv. Bank agrees
to take €40m against
Siteserv’s debt, leaving
€5m as a sweetener to shareholders
to vote in the sale.
Brian Harvey, who
owns 20pc of the
firm, stands to make
around €800,000.
Mr Hobbs said it
was the highest offer,

and the most “straightforward”.
The other bids were complex
and had “too many conditions”
attached that drove down the
price they were offering.

ation issues but no mention of
Siteserv in minutes. Shareholders vote in favour of sale while
reports emerge that rival bidders
are unhappy.

with IBRC executives at which
Department officials highlight
concerns raised by an IBRC
executive about the Apthorpe
transaction.

MARCH 29 2012:
Protocol comes into effect obliging IBRC to interact with
Department of Finance
on any transaction that
would cost the bank more
than €100m.

MAY 11 2012:
Department official sits in on
an “informal” transaction
review meeting with
IBRC — actual “transaction review charter”
proposed by the
Department hasn’t
been agreed by
the IBRC board.
They discuss the
sale of Apthorpe, a New
York property
company.

MAY 31 2012:
Ann Nolan, second secretary at
the Department, meets IBRC
chairman, Alan Dukes. Briefing
document highlights what
Department calls IBRC’s “serious
image problem”, and
highlights issues such
as the appointment
of a chief financial
officer “without the
minister’s approval”
and claims it pays
staff too much. A
Department official
undertakes to “review
the papers” on Siteserv
to “better understand the
transaction”.

APRIL 5 2012:
Minister for
Finance, Michael
Noonan, John
Moran and
another official meet Alan
Dukes on April
5 to discuss
governance
and remuner-

MAY 23 2012:
Another
meeting

JUNE 2012:
IBRC and Department discuss
Siteserv deal. In a confidential
memo afterwards, a Department
official suggests either IBRC’s
chairman or the minister should
request an independent
review of the transaction.
JULY 2012:
Relationship between
Finance and IBRC
appears to worsen.
An internal
Departmental
briefing note
for a meeting
between the
Finance Minister,
Michael Noonan
and his sec gen,
John Moran,
right, and Mr Dukes
and Mike Aynsley, left,
IBRC’s chief executive,

highlights six concerns. These
include “remuneration”, the
bank’s “relationship” with the
businessman, Paddy McKillen,
and the Quinn family along with
Siteserv.
AUGUST 2012:
John Moran meets Mike
Aynsley and discusses filling
vacant bank posts. The
Dail was told the sec gen
requested the board to
independently review
Siteserv but Alan Dukes
said this did not happen.
JULY 2013:
Siteserv subsidiary
GMC Sierra is one
of three firms to
win the metering
contract with Irish Water,
generating more questions
from opposition politicians.

21 APRIL 2015:
Controversy reignites as documents released under Freedom
of Information to Independent
TD Catherine Murphy, below, are
raised in the Dail, disclosing officials’ concerns but also revealing
wider tensions. Michael Noonan
says IBRC assured him that the
transaction “achieved the best
possible result for the State”.
23 APRIL 2015:
Government announces
that it has asked
IBRC’s special
liquidator,
Kieran Wallace,
to review the
sale of all
IBRC assets
worth
more
than
€10m.

IBRC row no
longer business
... it’s personal
A

LAN Dukes folded
his rangy figure
into his chair. He
leant back, and
swivelled around,
eyeballing journalists as he
gave his account of the story
that dominated the political
agenda all week. He was
angry, forthright and oozing
confidence. Even his posture
seemed to scream “bring it on”.
It was 3pm on Friday afternoon at a press conference in
Dublin to reject “concerns”
held by Department of Finance officials about transactions conducted during his
chairmanship of the nationalised toxic bank IBRC.
The sale of a bust company,
Siteserv, to Ireland’s richest
businessman, Denis O’Brien,
in a deal overseen by IBRC,
had shared top billing on the
political agenda along with
the banking inquiry.
By Friday, the story had
moved on. Siteserv was one
of several transactions carried
out by IBRC that the department was “concerned” about.
Documents released under
the Freedom of Information
Act had revealed the deeply
fractious relationship between
the IBRC executives charged
with recovering what it could
for the taxpayer from the
state’s most toxic bank, and
the Department of Finance,
which ultimately seemed to
fear that the bank was not
accountable enough to the
Minister. On Thursday, the
Minister for Finance, Michael
Noonan, had ordered a “review” of all transactions worth
more than €10m, thought to
be around 40.
Alan Dukes was not just angry, he was “scandalised” that
the review would examine
whether there was “criminality” and “malpractice”.
According to Mr Dukes,
the board of IBRC acted in the
best interests of the taxpayer.
The department was concerned about governance and
oversight of the nationalised
bank. But now it seems their
interactions were coloured by
what appears, on the face of
it, to have been an unpleasant
clash of personalities.
There was more banking
experience on the board of
IBRC than there was in the
entire Department of Finance,
Mr Dukes told reporters. He accused the department’s former
secretary general, John Moran,
of having “odd notions.”
Had John Moran made
overtures for a position in
IBRC before he became secretary general of the Department of Finance, a reporter
asked? “That would be a very
personal question, wouldn’t
it,” said Mr Dukes, grinning
ear to ear. (Mr Moran has
denied this).
The documents, and the
further insight added by Mr
Dukes’ candid countering of
their contents, have raised
significant issues that go way
beyond the Siteserv transaction. Such as how a deeply
fractious relationship could
have persisted for so long
between officials in the Department of Finance and the
board and executives at the
State-owned bank, when they
should have been singing off
the same hymn sheet?
Of course it’s arguable
that none of this would have
emerged in the first place
were it not for the independent TD Catherine Byrne, who
repeatedly questioned the

Controversy over sale of
Siteserv has exposed deep
tensions between the
Government and IBRC,
writes Maeve Sheehan

Minister for Finance about
Siteserv in the Dail, and who
obtained the records released
last week under the Freedom
of Information Act.
Siteserv was set up by Brian Harvey, a UCD graduate,
who took it public in 2006. It
offered a range of services to
various industries — public
and private — such as cabling,
scaffolding and fencing. Profits soared as it expanded into
the UK, dropped in the bust,
leaving it limping along from
contract to contract and dragging along a debt of €150m
owed to the former IBRC that
it could never hope to pay.
It was sold in March 2012
to Denis O’Brien’s company,
Millington. The details of the
sale were well aired last week.
Walter Hobbs, the financier
appointed by IBRC to supervise the sale, said last week:
“O’Brien’s bid was three pages
long, very straightforward.
The other bids were hugely
complex, and I knew their
price would be lower by the
time we got to the end. Selling
it to Millington was a great
escape for the State.”
The sale attracted comment at the time, not least
from rival bidders who had
lost out and complained about
the sale process. There were
also questions raised about
the same firms advising both

‘He (John
Moran) did
have some odd
ideas. He said if
he were on the
board, we
wouldn’t have
to have so
many meetings’
buyer and seller in the deal.
IBRC got €40m of the €45m
purchase price, but wrote off
the rest of Siteserv’s €105m
debt. The sting in the tail for
taxpayers was the €5m from
the proceeds of the sale that
went to shareholders of the
bust company as a sweetener
to vote in the deal.
Alan Dukes said last week
that he “knew” the deal would
be controversial. “The board
had quite a discussion about
it and we didn’t like it, but
Walter Hobbs told us it was
this deal or nothing.”
That same month, John
Moran joined the Department of Finance as secretary
general. He came from the
private sector to take up the
most important civil service
job as secretary general of
the Department of Finance in
March 2012. Usually these jobs
stay in-house but Moran, who
was regarded as well-liked
by Michael Noonan, a fellow
Limerick man.
Moran, a lawyer by profession, had a long career in private sector banking, took time
out from the rat race to run a

juice bar in France, returned
to join the Central Bank before
joining the department. He
left in May 2014, two years
later, in an unexpected departure and is a director of the
European Investment Bank.
The documents released
by the Department of Finance
don’t tell the whole story but
they do show that from April
2012, the aftermath of the Siteserv deal, among the issues
between the Department of
Finance and the IBRC were
one of “governance and remuneration”.
Their concerns ran the
gamut, from the information
the bank was providing to the
department (not enough), to
the wages it was paying its
staff (too high), to its public
image (“seriously bad”) while
the officials had also raised
questions about several transactions including the bank’s
dealings in chasing down the
allegedly missing millions
owned by the Quinn family,
its biggest debtors.
At a meeting on April 5, the
Minister and the chairman of
IBRC, Alan Dukes, discussed
driving salaries down, keeping the minister consulted
on renewing board positions,
while Mr Dukes mentioned
relations and transaction that
were subject to “adverse press
comment”.
He told the Minister that all
transactions were “conducted
in the best interests of IBRC
and the State.”
At a meeting between officials and IBRC executives
in May, the bank’s sale of
Apthorpe, an apartment block
in New York, concerned the department’s officials. This was
because an executive at IBRC
had raised concerns about it
internally, and then raised
them with the department. His
concerns should be raised with
the board, the officials said.
But relations had plummeted further as the summer progressed. One briefing note for
a senior department official
raises seven different areas of
concern over the bank, mostly
relating to oversight.
Why was a chief financial
officer appointed without the
Minister’s approval? The IBRC
board was accused of disregarding the Minister’s role and
discretion. Why were wages
for new recruits higher than
in other similar banks?
The bank had a “serious
image” problem. It had been
reported that Paddy McKillen,
one of IBRC’s clients, had received text messages from the
chief executive, Mike Aynsley.
Had the board considered its
image?
Another meeting was dedicated to Siteserv. The bank
provided a chronology of the
detailed steps relating to the
sale, which was published on
the Department of Finance’s
website along with other documents last week.
Officials recommended either an independent review,
either instigated by the Minister or by Alan Dukes, the
IBRC chairman, but it never
happened. Michael Noonan
has said that he was reassured by Alan Dukes that the

GETTING PERSONAL: Alan Dukes, former chairman of IBRC, giving a press briefing in relation to the Siteserv issue at the
offices of Eames Solicitors, and left, Minister for Finance Michael Noonan. Photo: Mark Condren
sale of Siteserv to Mr O’Brien
represented the best deal for
the taxpayer. At a meeting in
July 2012, the Minister for
Finance said his “confidence
was wearing quite thin”.
The “constant stream of
issues” in IBRC was in contrast
with AIB and with Bank of
Ireland, he said.
On Friday, Alan Dukes
moved the story on again
and this time, he shifted the
focus on to a personal level.
Mr Dukes linked the deterioration of his relationship with
the Department of Finance to
John Moran. “It definitely took
a turn for the complicated at
that point,” he said on Friday.
“He expressed a wish to me
... in a private conversation, he
expressed a wish to me to be
on the board. I said I didn’t
think that would be appropriate because he would be
seriously conflicted. He made
the point that the Treasury
in the UK had appointed a
Treasury civil servant to the
board of Northern Rock, I said,
yeah, but it wasn’t the person
in charge of making banking
policy for the Treasury,” said
Dukes.
“He did have some odd
ideas. He said if he were on
the board, we wouldn’t have
to have so many meetings
because he and I would ready
things up between us and push
them through the board. I said,
no we wouldn’t, because if you
were on the board — which I
don’t want you — I would have
to treat you the same as any
other board member, except
for the chief executive officer.”
Mr Dukes complained that
the department kept coming
back to things he thought were
closed. He attributed this to a
lack of self confidence.
As for the relationship with
IBRC’s wealthy clients, which
was questioned by the department, Mr Dukes said relationships were maintained in the
interests of getting a return for
the bank and “nobody” got free
flights. Lunches and dinners
with clients were normal.
John Moran has yet to give
his full account of what was
clearly an acrimonious period in relations between the
IBRC and the Department of
Finance.
On Friday evening, he issued a statement to say it was
“regrettable and a step back
to pre-crisis mindsets among
bank management that what
seems to have been happening
today are personal attacks on
civil servants asking the right
questions...”
He said he would be happy
to answer any other important
issues.
Mr Aynsley, meanwhile,
has accused the department
of releasing material that is
“a serious attack on a highly
experienced banking expert”.

Dukes tried to get rid of
‘abrasive’ Finance official
MAEVE SHEEHAN
and DANIEL McCONNELL
THE former chairman of
IBRC tried to “terminate”
the appointment of a senior
Department of Finance official
who was seconded to the toxic
bank by Finance Minister
Michael Noonan, the Sunday
Independent has learned.
In a leaked letter to the Department’s secretary general,
Alan Dukes severely criticised
the role of the official and
wrote that his involvement
with the bank was being “terminated at close of business
today”.
The letter, dated January
28, 2013, suggests that there
was deepening animosity between the State-owned bank
and the Department in the
weeks before the Special Liquidator was appointed to the
IBRC. In his letter, Mr Dukes
wrote that the official’s secondment was proposed on
a six-month basis to a role
that could help “build bridges
between the Bank and the
Department of Finance”.
However, Mr Dukes questioned the official’s performance in trenchant and
personalised terms, attacking his behaviour as being

“abrasive, insubordinate and
destructive of discipline and
good work practices”.
The extraordinary letter
from then chairman of the
State-owned bank to the Department’s secretary general,
John Moran, reveals the rapidly worsening relationship
between civil servants and
bankers days before the bank
was liquidated. The finance
minister stood down the
board of IBRC and appointed a special liquidator on
February 6, 2013.
The letter is further confirmation of the increasingly
fraught relationship between
the Department of Finance
and the IBRC, which was disclosed in documents released
under the Freedom of Information Act last week.
The documents were initially sought by Catherine
Murphy, the Independent
TD, who was questioning the
bank’s handling of the sale of
Siteserv, a company that hired
out services and utilities, sold
to Denis O’Brien’s company
Millington for €45m in 2012.
However, the records
moved the controversy on as
the documents showed that
the Department’s concerns
about IBRC ranged from gov-

ernance and remuneration
issues, to the bank’s public
image, as well as several transactions, including Siteserv.
A spokesman for the Department told the Sunday
Independent that the official
who was seconded to IBRC
remained in his role at IBRC
until the bank was liquidated
in February 2013. “The Minister for Finance had raised the
issue of governance difficulties
at IBRC. That culminated in
the secondment of a senior
official. An assistant secretary
was seconded to the IBRC. He
remained in the IBRC until
February 2013 when the Special Liquidator was appointed.”
An informed source said
that the department was acting in the interests of the
shareholders in the bank — the
Irish public — but the bank
had resisted such oversight.
“The reason he was in there
was to make sure that the
best interest of the taxpayer
was being represented,” said
the source. He added that the
civil servant has an impeccable reputation and was hired
for his specific skills in the
disposal of assets.
Mr Dukes declined to
comment on the letter this
weekend. At a press confer-

ence on Friday, he said he
was extremely angry that
the Government was seeking
evidence of “criminality” and
“malpractice” in its review
of IBRC transactions worth
more than €10m, which are
expected to be reviewed by
the Special Liquidator.
However, Fianna Fail continued yesterday to call for
an independent inquiry into
the sale of services company
Siteserv by the bank for €45m.
Mr Martin renewed the
call after the Irish Independent disclosed yesterday that
the Special Liquidator for
the IBRC, Kieran Wallace,
an accountant with KPMG,
also acted as the liquidator
of Siteserv, after the business
had been sold. As liquidator
in the firm, he was involved
in distributing the €5m to
Siteserv shareholders, but
had not been involved in the
initial sale process. Mr Martin
denounced the Government’s
planned review of the controversial IBRC bank transactions which Opposition TDs
insist did not deliver value for
taxpayers.
Mr Noonan has asked Mr
Wallace to review the transaction along with other IBRC
transactions worth over €10m.

KPMG’s €70m fees for liquidation
JODY CORCORAN
KPMG, the special liquidators
appointed by the Government
to review the sale of Siteserv,
has already received more
than €70m in professional
fees related to the liquidation
of IBRC, the former Anglo
Irish Bank.
A report published by the
Department of Finance last
month shows that KPMG received €71.3m, or nearly half
of the almost €160m paid out
in fees from February 2013
to December 2014. The audit
firm has by far received more
in fees than any other firm as- EXECUTIVES: Hugh Cooney, of KPMG, and Robert Dix, formerly
sociated with the liquidation. of the same firm, have also served on the board of Siteserv
The legal firm, Arthur Cox, for
example, received €5.5m to have also acted as chairman also acted in the liquidation
the end of last year.
and non-executive director at of Siteserv.
Two senior executives as- Siteserv respectively.
The Opposition says it is insociated with KPMG, Hugh
The appointment of KPMG adequate that KPMG reviews
Cooney, currently a consultant to carry out the review has the probity and commercial
and company director at the been rejected by Opposition reasoning behind a transacaudit firm, and Robert Dix, a TDs, who have pointed out tion that was approved by
partner for 10 years to 2008, that the special liquidators the same accounting firm,

although by a different department of the firm and by
different executives.
Both Mr Cooney and Mr
Dix have in the past vigorously
defended the Siteserv deal,
one of several IBRC sales now
under review.
Mr Cooney has said: “I
am an experienced director
and take my responsibilities
seriously. I am very happy to
stand over the process.”
Mr Dix has said: “We always
knew this transaction would be
open to full scrutiny because
our lender was being asked to
write off a considerable amount
of money.” The best deal, he
said, had been achieved.
According to the Department of Finance, KPMG rates
are based on Nama rate cards
for the relevant services.
The total fees chargeable
were before a rebate of €5m
was agreed following discussions at the request of Finance
Minister Michael Noonan.
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KILLER LEAVES JAIL TO BEGIN A NEW LIFE

LILLIS ODYSSEY: The wife-killer leaves Wheatfield Prison and gets into a taxi which takes him on a meandering journey ending up at Dublin Airport, where he hit the shops and then flew to Southampton. Photos: Gerry Mooney, Ronald Quinlan, Gerard Farrell

Eamonn Lillis’s manic seven hours
of freedom before fleeing country
A dramatic eyewitness account of the wife-killer’s first day
of freedom as he boards a flight bound for Southampton

JOYCE FEGAN
WHO FLEW ON THE SAME
PLANE TO ENGLAND AS
EAMONN LILLIS
THERE was no remorse, just
defiance and anger, as Eamonn Lillis yesterday took his
first short steps to freedom
from the prison door to a taxi
waiting outside.
The wife-killer could have
left on Friday.
The prison authorities
granted him a temporary
release so he could leave a
day early to avoid the media
scrum. But when told of the
throngs of reporters and photographers waiting for him on
the other side of the prison
walls, he baulked.
He was so in dread of the
media that he forfeited his
liberty to spend one more
night behind bars.
Yesterday, Lillis finally
faced the music.
At 9.40am, he emerged
from Wheatfield Prison in
Ballyfermot where he served
1,888 days as Prisoner 55511
for the manslaughter of his
wife, the television production
executive and former James
Bond girl Celine Cawley at
their home in Howth.
Lillis had clearly braced
himself for the onslaught of
attention. He made no attempt
to hide his face and walked
steadily down the path.
He wore a grey hoodie,
black jeans and running
shoes. He carried a black canvas shopping bag containing
the few belongings that he
accumulated over five years

in prison. He seemed to have
lost weight.
He glanced briefly towards
the gate where the media had
gathered, and walked straight
to a red Avensis taxi waiting
for him outside.
The waiting media were
not about to give up on the
quarry they had been staking
out for days. And for an hour
and 20 minutes, Lillis tried in
vain to give the chasing press
pack the slip.
His taxi criss-crossed the
city, from Wheatfield Prison
down the Naas Road, onto
the M50 where he took the
Dun Laoghaire exit, onto the
N11 and through Ballsbridge.
Then to the Port Tunnel in
the direction of Dublin Airport, which the taxi circled a
number of times before finally
dropping him off at Terminal
1 at around 11.30am.
To his dismay, a pack of
reporters and photographers
were there to greet him.
He walked through the
main doors of the airport
with the members of the press
scuttling along beside him,
throwing out questions.
Lillis was clearly angry.
“I have served my time,”
he said sternly as he strode
towards the departure gates.
He had done everything
possible to get through the
security gates to the safety of
other side, where reporters
could not follow him. He had
bought his ticket while he was
still in prison. He had checked
in online and printed off his
boarding pass.
The boarding pass was for a
flight to Southampton, the city
in the south of England where
one of his two sisters lives.
He scanned the pass and
walked through security
checkpoint number two. His
eyes scanned the landscape
nervously, looking left to right.
Somewhere along the way,
he had ditched the canvas
shopping bag. By the time he

COVER: The John Connolly
book Lillis picked up
reached the metal detector, he
was holding a grey back pack
that apparently contained the
meagre possessions he took
with him from prison.
But Lillis, who is a millionaire, wasted little time
in making acquisitions. He
gathered up his bag, and
head down, hurried through
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the perimeter, stopped and
quickly scanned the aisles for
journalists.
He stopped at an aluminium table, and took out his
crumpled A4-sized boarding
pass and an old-fashioned
black mobile phone from his
new bag. He punched in some
digits and then put the cumbersome device to his ear.
He was on the phone for
five minutes, all the while
keeping a wary eye out for the
press. Then he headed straight
for the duty-free shops.
First stop was the cosmetics aisles, where he browsed
through big brand label
creams, make-up and perfumes.
He bought three boxes of
ladies’ cosmetics in a hasty
purchase and made his way

for the alcohol and chocolates.
The whiskeys caught his
eye, but aware of lurking media, he refrained from purchasing any alcohol.
By now, word had spread
that the convicted killer was
in the building. Shop staff
whispered and pointed. But
he was not deterred.
His next stop was the pharmacy, where he perused the
dental section and again left
without making a purchase.
He then walked into the
newsagents, where dozens
of newspapers carrying his
name and photo stared back
up at him.
In what looked like a very
deliberate decision, Lillis ignored the newspapers and instead went for the paperbacks.
He picked up John Connolly’s latest thriller, and stopped
to scan the blurb at the back
of the book, which read: “Badly wounded in a near-fatal
shooting and tormented by
memories of a world beyond
this one, Parker has retreated
to the small Maine town of
Boreas to recover.”
He left it down and exited
the shop.
Over the next while, he
looped back and forth through
the terminal in an effort
to shake off anyone on his
trail.
Short in stature and neat in
frame, for a newly-released institutionalised man he moved
sleekly through the Loop Mall,
like any regular passenger on
the London ‘red-eye’ flights.
At one stage, two journalists approached him. He
looked them straight in the
eye before threatening to call
the airport police.
The police promptly arrived. One journalist was
warned that he could be detained and he was threatened
with having his phone seized.
“That individual is a private citizen and hasn’t committed any offence on airport

property,” said an airport police officer.
Lillis then made his way
towards the private airport
lounges, speaking with security staff as he tried to seek some
sanctuary before quitting the
country.
Later, Lillis cut a lonely
figure, taking a row of seats for
himself as he waited to board
his flight. The convicted killer
looked 10 years younger than
his 57 years, the only thing
breaking his slick all-black
disguise of the suave single
man were the white cotton
prison socks beaming out
from between his jeans and
runners. Reading ‘Empire’
film magazine, he sat at gate
209 for at least 30 minutes
under the watchful eye of the
airport police in the background
The father-of-one stood up
as soon as the voice over the
intercom announced the flight
was ready for take off.
He settled into his window
seat on the plane and, just as
he was the model prisoner, he
too was the model passenger.
No celebratory tea, coffee
or beer was ordered and not
even a pack of pretzels was
taken.
As the flight took off from
the east coast of Ireland, with
Howth fading into the background, he didn’t look back
until the seatbelt sign had
been switched off.
There were four retrospective glances in total across
his former landscape, but as
the plane made its way into
Southampton he put down
his film magazine and gazed
out the window, surveying his
temporary new home.
After landing, as the doors
opened he gently rubbed his
hands together.
Additional reporting by
Maeve Sheehan, Ronald
Quinlan and Claire
Mc Cormack

VICTIM: Eamonn Lillis’s wife Celine Cawley in her younger days
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Rod Stewart’s tartan army puts the panel in their place
The panel was without
rancour and Sadlier had
a great game — but we
still missed Gilesy,
writes Declan Lynch

F

LANN O’Brien
pointed out that a lot
of life’s problems are
caused by the most
basic misunderstandings
— his wife, for example,
thought that he was “a
husband”, when in fact he
was a philosopher.
Likewise, RTE probably
thinks John Giles is a
football pundit, when in
fact he is the Father of the
Nation. And they can talk
about their rotation policy
and other such bureaucratic
matters, but really there is
only one rule here, which
states that if Ireland are
playing an important match,
you can’t have the Father of
the Nation sitting at home
watching the telly like my
father or your father.
You can’t have him
reading the headline ‘Giles
Axed’, words which seem to

belong to some universe of
imbeciles, until you recall
that Brendan O’Connor
was recently reading such
headlines after presenting
a show that was critically
praised and commercially
successful, which prompted
the obvious reaction from
RTE that it would be better
all round to have someone
else presenting it.
Giles may have been
“axed” for this game and not
all games — our old friend
the rotation policy — but
by applying that policy at
all, RTE executives have
been displaying that famous
determination of theirs to
make the least out of what
they’ve got.
David Dimbleby
presented the BBC’s Election
Night because he always
does, because “it’s in the
Constitution”, and I believe

SOMETHING MISSING: Darragh Maloney, Richie Sadlier Liam Brady and Eamon Dunphy during the Scotland match
if you look in the right
place you will find in our
Constitution a provision
whereby John Giles is always

on the panel on nights such
as these — a provision which
supercedes anything else in
the Constitution, in natural

law, and in the ongoing
strategy of the RTE sports
department. And because it
was inherently wrong, it had

the unintended consequence
of putting the wrong sort of
pressure on Richie Sadlier,
who writes an excellent

column for this paper, and
who had made a difference
the previous week with his
dissenting voice on John
Delaney’s compo settlement
with FIFA.
We had been warned that
this issue might be taken up
by a plane flying over the
Aviva bearing the message,
‘Delaney Out’, bringing us a
twisted echo of poet Philip
Larkin — that man hands on
eejitry to man.
But all we saw was the
panel of Dunphy, Brady
and Sadlier rising above it
all, giving nothing away to
the body-language experts
looking for signs of rancour,
getting through a full hour
of a build-up to the game by

‘The lads did well,’ says Gilesy, ‘and the team played well too’
JOHN Giles, who was not
part of the RTE panel yesterday, said that while the
team spirit cannot be called
into question, it was another
frustrating performance.
“It was a disappointing
result, no question,” he told
Independent.ie. “The team

started well and played with
plenty of spirit, they were the
better team in the first half.
They lost the goal at a bad
time in the second half.
“But the match was scrappy. Ireland scrapped better
than Scotland scrapped for
most of the game and you

couldn’t doubt the Irish spirit
in any way whatsoever.”
“We’re not out of it entirely
yet, still possibilities with big
matches to come up, but it
makes it very difficult.”
As with the reverse fixture
against Scotland in November, Giles was reduced to a

spectator as Richie Sadlier
replaced the foorballing legend legend on the RTE panel
— and he watched events
unfold at an Irish Centre in
Birmingham.
“It was okay, I watched it
anyway,” he joked. “They had
a little room for us, so it was

good. They get the Irish coverage and there was a good
crowd in there.”
Did he keep a close eye on
the pre and post-match analysis from his RTE colleagues?
“I listened to them before
and after,” he admitted. “The
lads always do well.”

talking about the game and
only about the game.
Yes, there was a game,
and Rod Stewart was at
it — Rod who had followed
Scotland when they had
great players. People used
to think it was a fad, that
Rod in his tartan regalia
wasn’t genuine, and yet here
he is at the age of 70 still
answering the call. They
are all gone now, the great
Scottish players, and most
of the great Irish players are
sitting in the RTE studio —
or not, as the case may be.
We cheated the Scots, of
course, with an offside goal,
but you know what? We
didn’t feel too bad about it.
In fact we felt great. Sue us.
They evened it up with a
deflection for their equaliser,
then we battered away at
them, beseeching a goal and
the delirium it would bring.
But it felt that for all
of Ireland’s good-hearted
efforts, we were never going
to get what we wanted from
this game — it was almost as
if the baleful gods of football
were unhappy with us for
some reason. Oh I wonder
what that might be?

‘Anne’s kiss of life
saved me when
my heart simply
stopped dead...’
Sunday Game presenter
Michael Lyster was
moments from death, but
his wife kept him alive,
writes Jerome Reilly

T

HE Sunday Game
anchorman Michael
Lyster has told how
his wife Anne saved
his life after he collapsed and his heart stopped
beating.
Annee Lyster used cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR), the emergency lifesaving technique used when
breathing or heartbeat has
stopped.
The RTE broadcaster, who
is 61, was kept alive by Anne
who quickly initiated chest
compressions and the kiss
of life as she waited for the
ambulance to arrive at their
South Dublin home, nine days
ago.
“I am not a religious person but I suppose I would be
spiritual. When something
like this happens you are left
with no doubt in your mind
but that there is a thin line
between dying and surviving.
And you have to wonder about
these things. You have to think
‘it just wasn’t your time.’
“If it wasn’t for a set of
circumstances I would not be
here today. I would have been
gone. I would have kicked the
bucket last Friday.
“But instead I am alive and
I feel entitled now to wonder
about things… about a time to
die,” he said
The Waterford-born GAA
anchor, known for his laidback, on-screen persona, says
he has suffered from a heart
condition for a number of
years, but had no warning
whatsoever before he collapsed at the front door of his
Cabinteely home in Dublin.
For Michael Lyster the difference between life and death

was the “stroke of luck” of
forgetting his mobile phone
— and the wisdom of his wife,
Anne, taking the time to learn
the life-saving CPR technique
at a first aid course.
“I had been down in Portumna playing golf and I was
with a good friend of mine
[Irish Independent sports
writer ] Vincent Hogan. We
had a bite to eat after the
round and Vincent was driving so he left me off at my
house at about 11.30pm,” he
said, from his hospital bed.
“For some reason, when he
left me off, I realised that I had
left my mobile phone in his car
and I reckoned that I would
need it, so I went quickly to
the house phone and rang
Vincent. He wasn’t very far
away so he said he would come
back and would be with me in
two minutes.
“I remember walking towards the front door and
opening it and that is all I
remember. I was down on the
floor when Vincent arrived
and I remember nothing until
I started to regain consciousness in the hospital.
“Over the past few days
I have slowly been able to
piece it together. What had
happened was that Vincent
saw me on the floor and he
immediately called up the
stairs for my wife Anne while

he phoned the ambulance.
“Anne has had first aid
training, so she started doing
CPR on me and was talking
to the guys in the ambulance
as they made their way to us.
“I came to sometime on Saturday, but to be honest, from
the time that Vincent dropped
me off until the following day
I had no recollection at all of
what had happened. You are
in a hospital bed and people
are saying to you ‘do you know
what happened?’ but I didn’t.
Everything was gone. It was
very vague.”
The sports journalist, who
grew up in the GAA heartland
of Barnaderg, in North Galway, where his father was stationed as a garda, says it was
the quick and calm actions of
Anne, the mother of his four
grown-up children, which
saved his life. “She just went
into action. Vincent called
the ambulance and the crew
talked them through what
to do. Anne has had first aid
training, as have I, so that was
the key to it.
“There is no question about
it but I was dying. And had I
not forgotten the phone in the
first place I would have died
downstairs with everyone
in bed.
“It is so strange because my
phone wouldn’t be a thing …
but had I not forgotten it, had
I not called Vincent, had he
not come back, that was it. I
was gone. I would have died
on the kitchen floor.’’
Lyster has learned to live
with cardiac trouble but the
cardiac arrest he suffered
means that he will now have
a pacemaker fitted this week.

The difference between life and
death was ‘the stroke of luck’ of
forgetting his mobile phone and
the wisdom of his wife to have
learned the life-saving CPR...

“It’s just something I have;
heart difficulties. Some people
will have 10 heart attacks, I
simply had a troubled heart
for years. It was being managed on the medication and it
was under control from that
point of view. But obviously,
this was a major heart attack
without warning,” he said.
“This is just a symptom
of my heart problems but
the first thing that you come
to realise is how incredibly
lucky you are. Just a couple of
circumstances fell into place
and that is what saved my life.
I was just very, very lucky.”
Michael, who has also
proven to be an assured anchor during RTE’s coverage
of Olympic games has been
married for 30 years. Two
of his children, Rebecca and
Jack, still live at home, while
Mark and Ellen live nearby in
South Dublin
“I have been showered with
love all week by my family and
my friends. The number of
people who have been texting
me is astonishing, even people
I only half know and haven’t
heard from in years.
“One text was simply ‘FFS!’
and Joe Brolly sent me one
saying: ‘I hear you are still
alive.’ That was funny. I was
going to text him back: ‘No, I
died last week.’ And really, that
could have been true. I could
have died last Friday and there
was no guarantee even when
they got me to hospital that I
was going to make it. It was
touch and go.
“What will happen now is
that I am going to have a pacemaker fitted on Thursday. The
doctors were talking about
that a couple of years ago but
they didn’t do it then because
of the medication and other
bits. But they’re definitely
doing it now,” said Michael,
who expects to be back in the
chair at The Sunday Game in
a couple of weeks.
“Well, in time for the Munster hurling final,”he added.

Irish BSE risk status may now change
JEROME REILLY
CONCERNS are growing that
Ireland’s BSE risk status could
be reclassified following the
suspected case of mad cow
disease detected on a dairy
farm in Co Louth.
Ironically, Ireland’s mad
cow disease risk status was
changed from ‘controlled’
to ‘negligible’ — the lowest
possible status — just two
weeks ago.
Although farming experts
have successfully traded under a “controlled” status for

almost two decades, a sudden
turnabout would be disappointing, a farm leader said.
John Comer, president of
the Irish Creamery Milk Supplier Association, has “no
doubt” that test results for the
five-year-old cow in question,
owned by the respected and
highly regarded farmer Joseph
McArdle, will identify BSE.
“First of all we have to
have the case confirmed and
then we have to establish the
way the animal contracted
it,” he said.
“The worse that can hap-

pen is that we will revert back
to what we had been trading
with for 17 years — that seems
to be to be a worse-case scenario,” he told the Sunday
Independent.
However, he stressed that
even if the results — expected
within a week — do confirm
the case, it is not inevitable
that Ireland’s status will be
reverted back.
“While it is unfortunate
and very disappointing that
we have picked up a case
of BSE, it’s in no way a catastrophe,” he said. “We have

built a good, strong marketing
reputation over the course of
the last decade. It has been
incremental, constant work
and an isolated incident like
this not going to have a major
impact on our international
reputation as a food producing country,” he said.
In the meantime, he believes the biggest concerns
for the farming community
are tracing the source of this
potential case and definitively confirming that it is an
isolated case. “Farmers are
worried,” he added.

LIFE SAVER: Michael and Anne Lyster with their daugher Rebecca, on the road to full health. Photo: Gerry Mooney

